Update :- See the list of Top 30 GD Topics of 2019.

Here is the list of latest Group Discussion Topics with answers. These are top 30 gd topics of 2018. These are the topics that are based on important issues of 2017, and will be trending GD topics in 2018.

1. One year of GST
2. Mob Lynchings in India
3. Impact of falling rupee on Indian economy
4. Social Media - Impact on human behavior and society
5. Plastic Pollution
6. Present Education System in India
7. Demonetization of old 500 & 1000 rupees notes – Is it a good move?
8. Merger of PSU banks – Is it really necessary?
9. Startup India Standup India : Success or Failure?
10. India-China relations post Doklam issue
11. Future of Sports in India
12. Impact of ‘Internet of Things (IoT)’ on our lives
13. Should ‘Right to Privacy’ have limits?
14. Is ‘Make in India’ a success?
15. Can we rely on Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin?
16. Has Reliance jio changed the telecom sector of India?
17. Fake News – How can the world deal with it?
18. ‘Digital India’ – How far was it a success?
19. India-US relations – Impact of Trump
20. Facebook – Cambridge Analytica data scandal
21. High fuel prices in India – What are the causes?
22. US-China Trade war – Impact on USA, China & other countries
23. How can banks prevent Nirav Modi-Like scams?
24. Challenges to Indian Banking sector
25. Artificial intelligence - Pros and Cons
26. Crimes against women in India
27. How to solve the problem of NPA?
28. Loan waiver for farmers – Good or Bad?
29. Ever growing air pollution levels – Where does the problem lie?
30. Unique identification number for every Indian

Also Read : 85+ Latest SSB GD Topics 2020 (with answers)
There are many more important GD Topics that will be trending in 2018. To read answers to more GD topics, visit – Group Discussion Topics with Answers

Your Turn...

Do you think any other topic deserves to be in the top group discussion topics list of 2018. Tell us your opinions in the comment section below. Subscribe to our blog to read answers to latest GD topics.

You may also like:

- How to solve the issue of pending cases in Indian courts
- Role of digitization in banking
- How can Indo-Pak relations be improved?
- Can Temples have Gender-Specific rules?
- Why is India unhappy?
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I'm in !!!

Please subscribe to our YouTube channel. You will get good content & we will get a subscriber. It’s a win-win for both of us. ☝️